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Prison Literature (أدب السجون) 
!   Prison literature and “experimental 

shift” in Arabic fiction beginning in 
1960s 

!   Literary-critical recognition of genre 
in 1970s coincides with establishment 
of local human rights organizations 

!   In late 1990s-2000s: growth in 
publication of prison literature, 
including works sponsored by the state 

!   2011 Uprising-Greater increase in 
publication and dissemination 



Tadmur (Palmyra) Military Prison 
 سجن تدمر العسكري
!   Located near the ancient site of 

Palmyra  

!   Originally built by French Mandate 
Authorities 

!   First used to house political 
prisoners in mid-1960s 

!   Newer wings of prison added in the 
1970s under Hafez al-Asad	

 
Aerial view of  Tadmur Military Prison 

Ancient Palmyra 



Tadmur Military Prison 
 سجن تدمر العسكري

!   1980- Site of Massacre of Alleged Members of 
the Muslim Brotherhood  

!   Subject of special investigations by Amnesty 
International and Human Rights Watch 

!   2001-Reportedly closed at beginning of 
Bashar al-Asad’s rule 

!   2011 Revolution-Tadmur is reopened to house 
military defectors and opposition activists 

!   Summer 2015-City of Tadmur now controlled 
by ISIS (Daesh)-Prison destroyed 

Bashar Al-Asad visiting Palmyra 

Opposition Poster  
Commemorating 1980 
massacre  



Tadmur in Literature and Film 

!   Muhammad Salim Hammad’s 
Tadmur:  Witness and Witnessed (تدمر 
 (شاهد و مشهود

!   Al-Bara’ al-Sarraj’s From Tadmur to 
Harvard (من تدمر إلى هارفارد) (published 
serially via Twitter) 

!   Tadmor8k.com 

!   Mustafa Khalifa’s novel The Shell  
(2008) 

! Hala Muhammad’s documentary 
film Journey to Memory (2005) 

Cover of  Muhammad 
 Salim Hammad’s memoir 

Graphic from Tadmur8k 



Faraj Bayraqdar 
(b. 1951) 
!   Born in Tir, a village near Homs 

!   Began publishing poetry as a teenager 

!   Imprisoned in 1987 for affiliation with 
the Communist Action Party 

!   International campaign for his release 
in late 1990s-publication of poetry 
collection smuggled out of prison 

!   Released in 2000 

!   Political asylum in Sweden since 2005 

 



The Betrayals of  Language and Silence 
(2006) 

 !   Translation challenges: 
!    “Poetic” prison memoir-nonlinear narrative 

that continuously shifts in form and register 

!   Shifts in narrative voice 
 
!   Author’s use of paratexts (evoking human 

rights reportage) 

!   “Dehumanizing” descriptions of prison 
experience (Arabic grammar-distinction 
between human and non-human nouns) 

 
!   Tension between the narrative imperative vs. 

the self-interrogative 

2008 edition 
 bookcover 
 



From “Tadmuriyat:  Beyond 
Surrealism” 

1. 

High walls of  stubborn, cold cement… 

Watchtowers… 

Minefields… 

Barriers and checkpoints… 

Fortifications and highly-trained military units… 

And finally…encircled by slogans of  pure, nationalist terror 

Oh, names of  God! 

Even if  all of  Syria fell, 

Surely, it would be impossible for this prison to fall  



From “Tadmuriyat:  Beyond 
Surrealism” 

2. 

Has it ever occurred to an artist 

To sketch a blue, tear-filled sky  

Wearing a veil of  barbed wire 

Anyone destined to stand in a courtyard of  Tadmur prison 

And steal a fleeting glance up above 

Will see this oppressive portrait 

And realize, then, what genius nurtures our reality and our dreams! 



From “Tadmuriyat:  Beyond 
Surrealism” 

7. 

In the middle…parallel to the east side of  the portrait: 

A soldier spreads a prisoner out on the ground and signals to him to 
lay his head on the platform of  the courtyard. 

With great concern, the soldier signals to him to move up a little, and 
then move down a little, until the neck of  the prisoner is on the edge, 
on the edge exactly. 

The soldier looks around with agitation, and then with a determined 
gesture with his head and hand, he invites a soldier closest to him. 

The other soldier advances, with eyes hinting at something resembling 
fear, and perhaps sadness and impotency. 



From “Tadmuriyat:  Beyond 
Surrealism” 

7. 

There appears to be no similarity between this troubled soldier and his colleagues who 
you think, at first glance, are freaks or statues taken from one mold. 

The first soldier stands on the back of  the prisoner and then rests his arms on the 
shoulders of  his colleague. 

He jumps in the air, a number of  graceful, pulsating jumps, and in the last jump, he aims 
his feet and comes down with force, stomping on the prisoner’s neck, and then… 

Echoes of  heavy, suffocating silence, you don’t know where it began, and where it will 
end. 

Do you want the truth? 

A shocking panoramic painting. 

Not Guernica and not the Goddess and not legends… 

 



Points for Teaching Prison 
Literature in Translation 

!   Discuss reasons why translations of  prison literature might be 
important or what negative and positive effects translations might 
have in larger political context. 

!   Discuss significance of  translation and cultural relativism in 
theorizing human rights. 

!   Have students compare and contrast narratives of  human rights 
reports with works of  prison literature. 

!   Have students guess meaning and/or translate words and 
expressions left in transliteration from context of  the narrative. 

!   Have students discuss and/or choose alternative titles for translated 
texts. 



“One bird is enough for the sky 
not to fall.” 


